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MR. ARTHUR HENDERSON ON ARMY & AIR FORCE CO-OPERATION

mr. Arthur Henderson, M,P,, Financial Secretary of the War Office, speaking
at the inauguration of a "Wings for Victory Book" at Brierley Hill, Staffs, this

afternoon, said "’Wings for Victory" is more than a good slogan* It expresses a

cardinal military principle of modern war, Victory can only be won by the combined

power of all the armed forces acting in unison. The truth of this has been proved
in the most convincing fashion by the battles from El Alamein to Tunisia, The Eighth

Army and the Western Desert Air Force have got beyond the idea of "co-operation"; they
have become a single unit employed as a combined force.

"I doubt whether this war can provide from any battle front a more impressive

example, to adapt a familiar line, of two arms that strike as one* It is the

classics. case of perfect co-ordination and co-operation. General Montgomery and

Air Marshall Coningham have taught the enemy a bitter and a thorough lessen which he

is not likely soon to forget. It is, that the Democracies can beat the Dictatorships

in the province where they think they are supreme, namely efficient organisation and

dynamic action. But we, too, have learnt an important lesson from it, because this

inter-forces co-operation points the way not only, to final victory in North Africa,
but to final and decisive victory in Europe and in the Far East,

"I do not think that any one of us can have been surprised at the tribute paid

by official Italian battle reports to the Eighth Army, No can take pride in the un-

willing testimony of our enemies that this Army represents the most modern and most

powerful force to be found to-day on the different chess-boards of this world war;

that the Infantry is -perfectly trained, shows groat fighting spirit, and its armanent

and equipment are butter than those of any other infantry in the world. But in their

assessment they omit one supreme factor, and that is the high degree of co-ordinated

action which has been developed between the Eighth Army and the Desert Air Forces, No

tribute, either by the enemy or by ourselves, would be complete which did not give the

most generous recognition to the development and existence of this perfect partnership’
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